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From our Rector: Rev. Lee Lambert

Dear Friends,
A little over two months ago, none foresaw
the tremendous changes which have
overtaken us and the world. Looking ahead
two months further into the future is equally
difficult. What I am positive about is that God
is with our community; one can feel it. You
have all really stepped up, and kept in touch,
and held us together. I believe that this has
been a gift of the Holy Spirit and it has been
truly a remarkable experience for us all.
I, Sheri and the kids have always felt grateful to be here with you all – especially now. These
times of difficulty are always positive for us as a people; we do not wish them – we do not wish
them to return – we want them to leave. But it is undeniable that overcoming a common
challenge has a way of strengthening our bonds of affection. Obstacles, faced together, make us
stronger. That said, we all know we are not yet out of the woods; Covid is not over, and many of
the changes to the way we interact in public may stay indefinitely. I believe, the day will come
very soon, when we will cease to notice people are wearing masks, not shaking hands, and
standing much further apart while talking. But these changes, although sad, will be beneficial to
everyone’s health in the future. We need to continue to see the good that may come from all this.
Let us use the experience of this bad time for our collective, future good. In our prayer lives, I
would encourage you to continue to cultivate gratitude for our Blessings and ask for continuing
strength and health.
One very positive thing that these past eight weeks have given us is a push eight years forward in
terms of our online presence – a necessary occurrence. Now, don’t get me wrong, I lament the
fact that the majority of people today (myself included) are glued to their phones to the detriment
of other pursuits - just as I lament the collapse and closure of so many used bookstores. But this
is the world we live in and – to quote evolutionary biology – we adapt or we die.
I think many non-Christians would be surprised to learn that the Church throughout its history
has been at the forefront of adaptation, and it’s good to remind ourselves of that. For example:
we will always meet in some fashion on the Sabbath but, perhaps, we can retain and improve
much of what we have now begun experimenting with online. Besides services, many meetings
and educational opportunities may now take place online as well.
Our People’s Warden Dave has been using Zoom to great effect. I myself, as you know, have
been putting together Sunday services (filmed by Sheri), and many of you have given generously
of your time and talent for readings and music. Some doing so from home.

Friends, we have not yet reached the ending of this – perhaps not even the beginning of the end –
but, to quote Churchill, I think we definitely have reached the “end of the beginning” and we
have done it together.
Well done, fellow good and faithful servants! I am proud to be here with you and see you at
work.
Stay strong and positive in the weeks ahead. We continue together towards better days.
Yours in Christ,
Lee

From the People’s Warden: David Hazen
There is a meme making the rounds on social media of a scene from the 1985 film “Back to the
Future” where Doc Brown is giving some instruction to Marty McFly on the operation of the
time-traveling DeLorean. “Whatever you do,” says the Doc, “don’t set it to 2020!”
None of us could have imagined a few short months ago the scene we would be living through in
the spring of 2020 with businesses shut down, children off school for months and everybody
honing their “Social Distancing” skills. At the same time, we are heart-broken to hear the stories
of front-line health care workers spending long hours in constrictive Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) trying to save the sickest amongst us. We are also touched by the tragic tales
of the circumstances of seniors in Long Term Care facilities which have been the centres of
numerous outbreaks.
If that was not enough, there are the double tragedies in Nova Scotia. First an armed gunman
killing 22 people in the vicinity of the Town of Truro, followed a week later by the news of the
loss of a helicopter from HMCS Fredericton with 6 young members of the Canadian Armed
Forces aboard and finally the death od Capt. Jenn Casey in the Snowbird crash at Kamloops.
These tough tales touch many around us. It has long been said that there are only six degrees of
separation between any two people. These tragedies are much closer – sometimes only two or
three.
So, as we enter the season of Pentecost, what are we to make of all this?
When we read of the Day of Pentecost in Acts, we find the disciples huddled in an upper room.
Their world had ended. Some had encountered the risen Christ, and a few had seen him taken up
to heaven but by and large they really didn’t know what to make of it. We all know the story
from Acts 2: “When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together in one place. Suddenly a
sound like the blowing of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where
they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on

each of them. All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit…” In the midst of their uncertainty,
God was with them and provided a very tangible sign of His presence.
In the midst of this pandemic, there is also evidence of God working through his people, even in
quiet Stittsville. When the pandemic descended, the community could have separated in a
“every family for itself” response. Instead, we see people searching for and finding new ways to
reach out and build community.
One of the first things that happened at St. Thomas was the establishment of a phone tree to with
the aim of making contact with every member of the Parish, at least once a week. The point of
this was to ensure that nobody was left feeling isolated and also to lend support to those who
could not go out to get groceries, pharmaceuticals and other necessities. This phone tree has
been working continuously since late March and our thanks go out to both those who are making
the calls, as well as those who are helping isolated members with the necessities of life.
When it became apparent that we would not be able to worship in our usual manner, Lee quickly
shifted into producing pre-recorded services, using his iPhone, which are distributed via the
Internet on a weekly basis. He has also been creating a series of teaching videos around the
nature of Anglican worship – why we do the things we do. Merilee Clarke has also been
distributing Sunday School material to families with children.
Further, a group of parishioners, starting with the Wednesday evening Bible Study group have
been holding online Evening Prayer services by Zoom, three times a week on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. Between 10 and 20 people assemble for those evening services to
worship and pray for the community. (If you would like to participate in these services, please
drop me a line)
While the building itself is closed, a group of dedicated volunteers have been slowly working
around the property to do the spring cleanup and prepare the gardens. Others have been making
and distributing non-medical facemasks. Finally, a “drive by” birthday greeting was organized
for Doreen Bell. In the midst of the pandemic, the congregation of St. Thomas is very much
alive!
What the future will hold is somewhat harder to predict. Even while we seem to be weathering
this first wave of the disease, we are warned that we may well have to endure second and third
waves before there is a vaccine or effective treatment. As some have noted, we completed the
sprint but now we are into a marathon.
As we look into the summer and autumn, it is evident that many of the events, which usually
marked the passing of the seasons, will not be happening this year. There will be no Spring Yard
Sale, Sunday School picnic, etc. It will be some time before we can hold another Open Table
and it is uncertain when we will be able to gather for worship in our usual manner.

Our challenge, therefore, is to continue to find new ways to support both each other and the
community here in Stittsville. If the proposed regulations for restoring public worship in New
Brunswick are an indicator of what will be imposed in Ontario, worship at St. Thomas’ will be a
very different experience from a few short months ago. And even then, there will be some
among us who are not comfortable in gatherings of strangers. A likely conclusion is that some
form of online worship is going to be a part of how we “do church” for the foreseeable future.
To this end, we are looking to upgrade our audio-visual equipment to put this ministry on a
sustainable footing. (There will also be more opportunities for the “techies” among us to help
out.)
Beyond worship, we need to recognize and respond to other opportunities to support the
community around us. To this end, we are open to your suggestions.
Finally, I need to say something about finances. In this time, many people have experienced
financial hardship – either being furloughed or being unable to find seasonal work. The
government has thrown a life-line, which is helping to take the edge off what could be very
desperate situations. At the same time, the parish has certain fixed costs. Further, we are no
longer receiving rental income and most of the fund-raising activities, planned for the spring,
have had to be cancelled. Therefore, if you can, we ask you to please find a way to continue to
support the parish by e-transfer, PAR or dropping off a cheque.
One of our traditional hymns is “Now Thank We All Our God,” by Martin Rinkart. Living in
Ellenburg in 1636-37 at a time of plague when the city was filled with refugees from the 30
Years War, Rinkart was the sole surviving pastor, sometimes conducting 50 funerals per day,
4000 in year, including that of his wife. In the midst of that epidemic, he found the strength to
pen the words, later translated from German to English:
Now thank we all our God,
with heart and hands and voices,
Who wondrous things has done,
in Whom this world rejoices;
Who from our mothers’ arms
has blessed us on our way
With countless gifts of love,
and still is ours today.
As we move forward into a summer and autumn of uncertainty, let us rest in the knowledge that
the Lord is with us and he will sustain us through this present trial, even has he sustained our
ancestors.
David Hazen
People’s Warden
p.warden.stthomasstittsville@gmail.com

Hello from Merrilee Clarke
I just thought this would be an appropriate time to share a song that my 4-year-old granddaughter
learned in Kindergarten; (I actually wrote the third verse.)
Faith is just believing what God says, He will do.
No matter what the circumstance, His promises are true.
So, when your life is hard, and you're not sure what to do.
It's best to take God at his word. His promises are true.
Faith is just believing what God says, He will do.
He will never fail us, His promises are true.
If we just believe in Him, His children we become.
Faith is just believing this wondrous thing He's done.
Faith is just believing what God says, He will do.
He will always love me, and He will love you too.
So if you're ever feeling sad, you'll know just what to do.
Use your Faith and pray to God, and He'll look after you.
Pray Always
Blessings
Merilee

From the Editor: Susan Lomas
What kind of crazy times are these? Stay at home! No hugs! Nurses and Doctors and other
front-line health care workers are sending their children away, worried that they might bring the
Corona Virus home from the hospital. People stockpiling toilet paper! I am writing this in midMay and the number of new cases seems to be getting smaller and we are starting to ease off on
some of the restrictions. However, the province of Quebec opened it public schools this week
and on the first day, a child was sent home after finding out that a relative had tested positive for
the virus. What will happen once we start moving about again. What will life look like in July?
September? It is so strange that the whole world is in this situation. At least for the children,
everyone is in the same situation with respect to not finishing the school year.
Bob and I are doing well. We have been retired for 10 years and Monday to Friday life is pretty
much the same with a few exceptions. Bob gets bored more quickly than I do with respect to
staying home. I have sewing and scrapbooking and reading to keep me happy. Bob does read
but he likes to work out of doors and did find it hampering to not be able to go to Home Depot to
get “stuff”. He did the online ordering “thing” but sometimes had to wait for a delivery time.

The first couple of weeks we joined most of Canada and cleaned out cupboards, the laundry
room/workshop area and the garage. Bob has raked the lawns and top dressed and reseeded both
here and at the church. Now he is helping our son to do some landscaping at his house. He
joined Ancestry.ca and has done some research about his family. And he has gone through the
address book and connects with people with whom we have not connected in a while. I have
been sewing and scrapbooking, crocheting and doing online puzzles. I was doing some baking
but stopped because we put on weight.
But I miss the kids. We usually have family dinner every Sunday and that is what I miss the
most. No hugs from my grandchildren. Interestingly enough however, we do talk to them more
often, using Facetime. They are home every day and have no extra curricular activities. And we
drive by and wave from the car at least once a week.
We are saving money too. Not so much shopping and with online ordering we tend to shop only
once a week so keep a list. Sometimes when I used to go to the store to get one or two items, I
would come home with a car load full. And I have not been to Costco (my most serious place
for impulse buying).
Next, I miss my bridge club buddies. I play in a lady’s club on Wednesday, Bob plays with the
men on Thursday and we play in a mixed group on Fridays. What a great group of people and I
miss them a lot. And of course, I miss our St Thomas family. I am grateful for Rev Lee and his
online services. (Great shirt William.) But it is not the same. Will we ever get to hug each other
again? I miss the singing but am able to find lots of hymns on uTube.
I also miss the sports. Many of you know that Bob and I are Sens Fans and although I did not
go to all the games with Bob, I did enjoy watching hockey on TV. I missed the Curling. And
with all the repeats, TV generally just sucks! But I am impressed with how some shows have
adapted – American Idol for example.
For a while, I did try to keep a journal and list what I wanted to accomplish each day and note at
least three things for which I was grateful. Number one of course, is Bob, my best friend. And
who would of thought that I would be grateful to be on a fixed income, but given the number of
people who have lost their jobs I feel blessed to have the life that I enjoy. I continue to be
grateful that my children are geographically close and that they are loving, caring people who
check on us regularly and who are enjoying this unique time with their children. I am grateful
for the technology we have to be able to connect electronically. I also have been enjoying the
weekly calls from various St Thomas parishioners. Although Bob and I are self sufficient and
have lots of family support, it has been fun to talk for a few minutes each week and catch up with
another member of our St Thomas family. By the way, the journaling thing fell through after a
few days, although I do catch up it up periodically. Again, this is a historic time and it will be
interesting to reflect back, sometime in the future.
Once the restrictions are over, I will have all my kids and grandkids over for a BBQ. Please God
let me be able to hug them soon. And I will happily play bridge and golf. And I will shop. But I
wonder how things will change. My most fervent wish is that we continue to be kind one
another. Things went back to “normal” pretty quickly after SARS and H1N1 but our life style
was not so seriously affected as it is with the Corona Virus. Because Bob and I are retired, I am

not expecting that our lifestyle in the future will change that dramatically. Our walks will be
noisier again and the birds not quite as loud, as traffic resumes. But what will going out in
society look like? Will stores continue to be cleaner? Will people be more conscientious about
handwashing? Will my Bridge Club every be able to start up again? Will restaurants be less
jammed packed? Who knows? It will be interesting in a year from now to look back and
remember.
Keep safe everyone. Blessings
Sue

DOREEN BELL HONOURED BY BIRTHDAY MOTORCADE
by Pete Torunski
Friday 8 May 2020 is a day that Doreen Bell will long
remember. On that day, about 25 cars drove past her house to
honour her on her 89th birthday.
The day started with snow on the ground. That was the first of
several surprises for Doreen. However, a sunny high of 4°C
with mild wind was forecast for 4pm. Mid-day, Beth Burke
and Jane Walsh dropped off a beautiful planter – that was
surprise number 2.
In consultation with Doreen’s family, a motorcade time of 4
o’clock was chosen as a compromise between Doreen’s usual
schedule, nap time and supper time for many people and
availability of people who had to work at home.
Forming up had to be on Doreen’s street, Andrew
Alexander Court, to avoid the motorcade rush-hour
traffic on Main Street. But her street is just 150
metres /500 feet long with only 4 houses on the
street. All residents other than Doreen had been told
about the planned event. The line to form up had to
be hidden from Doreen’s sight and end at least 20
metres from Main Street for safety reasons. That
left about 50 metres on both sides of the street (100
metres total) to park cars. Larger SUVs and pickups are about 6 metres long, sub-compacts about 5
metres. Average vehicle length was deemed to be
5.5 metres long.

The original notice to gather went out in the St Thomas News on 29 April, and 14 people
contacted me to participate. A follow-up note on 6 May led to 4 more people joining = 18
cars. Now, remember, average length is 5.5 m. Doing the math, we had JUST enough room for
18 cars parked one behind the other on both sides of her street. Just to be sure, I visited the folks
at Bradley’s Commercial Insurance, who agreed to free up their parking space at the front of
their building for overflow, if necessary.

Gary Graham was kind enough to volunteer to help
marshaling vehicles into the tightest parking spaces
possible, and we also had 6 cars back into the
Bradley Insurance parking spaces, but more than the
18 vehicles just kept on coming! 19. 20. 22. 25 in
all !! Gary did a superb job in squeezing the cars in
safely.
And at 4 PM we were ready to roll when, begorrah!
There was a contractor’s truck parked in front of
Doreen’s house! However, he was just finishing
lawn work and we started to roll the motorcade.

When the motorcade started, her daughter Glenda took Doreen to the front lawn to see the
motorcade - surprise #3 for Doreen. Doreen stayed well back from the road, but close enough to
recognize the people as they drove by slowly, dropping well wishes into a drop box on her
driveway beside the road. Doreen’s daughter Glenda later wrote, “Mom was overwhelmed, in a
good way, with the excitement. She talks about it a lot and looked through her cards several
times on her birthday and every day since then.”

After the main motorcade had departed, more surprises; a few of the people who had been seeing
Doreen prior to the pandemic got closer to Doreen on the lawn for a short group chat. And it just
so happened that Doug Lee, Doreen’s neighbour who has been helping Doreen a lot over the past
few months, walked by and waved to the group.

More surprises came. Another neighbour, Dorothy, came back with her dog and waved from the
road after she had participated in the motorcade. And Doreen was very glad to see John Curry
out to record the event. Doreen had told Glenda that she looks forward to reading the coming
write-up in the Stittsville Community Voice.
Apparently, word spread even after the big event and another friend, Marg, dropped by the
following week with a card and belated wishes. Marg also brought another card from
the Stittsville Goulbourn Horticultural Society President, which said they'd donated $50 to the
Stittsville Food Bank on Doreen's behalf.
Many thanks go to those of you who participated in the motorcade. Doreen misses going to
church, and she enjoyed seeing so many friends on Friday. She enjoys chatting with friends who
telephone, although it will be more difficult to reach her once the weather warms up as she still
enjoys her gardens and spends a lot of time outdoors! She knows she is blessed with relatively
good health and grateful for it.
photo credits – 1st from Doreen’s family). Remainder “Stittsville-Richmond Community Voice photo"

Covid-19 Survey
I challenged you all to share what you are doing and how you are coping, and provided an
outline to use as a suggestion. Thank you to those of you who responded and for Bonnie and
Nicole who provided us with a perspective from some of our younger parishioners. Below,
please find responses from several members of our St Thomas Family.

Karen Ann McKinna
How are you doing? Very well but then I am already accustomed to being alone much of the
time.
What are you doing? Tutoring Math by phone instead of in person; having Board meetings as
conference calls; walking every day on the beautiful Galilee property by the Ottawa River;
staying in touch with some seniors by phone.
What do you miss the most?/What do you find the hardest about social distancing. I miss in
person visits, tea and chats with the people in my life, including my students and their families.
What do you miss the least?/Is there anything you find you are enjoying more during this
time? Not having to do anything special with my appearance including out of control hair. Also,
I do not miss the traffic and am enjoying the sounds of nature instead.
What are the first three things you will do when able? Visit friends, invite people over and attend
a Eucharist.

I barely remember SARS or H1N1 now. I feel that little changed after and life resumed pretty
quickly. How do you think the future will change after this spring. What is your vision of life
after Covid19? Trying to not imagine. Let’s go with the flow and prayerfully adapt to all new
realities.
Warren and Audrey Blackburn
Audrey and I are going stir crazy but are coping well. We have had our family visits in our
backyard so we could sit away from each other. Enjoyable but still different. Audrey has been
doing jigsaw puzzles with a termite bit of help from me: ha ha. I have been painting scenes,
animals and whatever. We have new neighbours next door who have been picking up our
groceries, so that great. They also saw me painting and wanted to see what I had. They spotted a
scene from Peggy's cove and liked it so much she asked to buy for her husband’s birthday. So,
things are great but housebound. I pray that everyone can get by as well. We like the church
services on TV, but it's not the same as being there. So, stay well stay safe and try to stay at
home.

Heather Sullivan
It is good to receive the several phone calls I have had from Church members. They have
cheered me up.
I am doing well and hope you are too. After a one week visit to my daughter for visit to the
doctor, I am in lock-down in my room at the residence for a two-week period. Today is the last
day! I have done a lot of reading, 1\2 hour of exercise in my room almost every day, Emailing,
cooking 3 meals a day, jig-saw puzzles, newspaper reading, and knitting. I very much miss
getting out and going for walks. No problem with social distancing.
Because of the Church phone-calls, I am looking forward to meeting those who have called me.
I value my Church family more than ever.
I have no idea what the future will be and when things will get better, but I pray that things will
improve soon. Time will tell. Heather
Eleanor and Roy Baumgart
One of the activities that we’ve been enjoying the most is our long almost daily walks, both
together and alone. It’s been an opportunity to explore many different paths and neighbourhoods.
The painted stones, with so many different upbeat phrases and messages, have multiplied over
the past few weeks. And it has been so wonderful on the Trans Canada Trail to pass many people
of all ages enjoying the warmer weather – and happy to be walking, jogging or biking.
An early frustration was a failed attempt to get on Zoom with a small group. But now, through
Chamberfest, we’ve been able to enjoy twice a week inspiring concerts and informative chats.
and last night we were able to stream onto a live piano trio concert originating in a venue at
Queens University in Kingston (no audience), co-ordinated from Detroit and visioned by
Chamberfest Ottawa. Such co-operation and working together, even across national borders!

What we’ve missed the most are the times of “feasting” together with friends – whether
breakfast at Hurley’s, coffee and muffins at McDonalds or sharing meals and conversations in
our own homes. And, of course, the warm hugs of family and friends, young and old.

From an Anonymous donor

Q How are you doing?
A I am feeling well both physically and mentally and keen to do what I can to help during the
pandemic situation
Q What are you doing?
A I am tackling jobs at home that I have been putting off. I am sewing masks and scrub hats for
local retirement homes. I am baking lots and now the weather has improved I am happily
gardening. there has been lots of time to read the paper thoroughly as well as a variety of books.
I have been doing puzzles and playing games. I have been face-timing and Zooming with friends
and family regularly as well as phoning members of St Thomas on a weekly basis to check in on
them.
Q What do you miss the most. What do you find hardest about social distancing.
A I miss family get togethers the most and the hardest thing for me is not being able to hug my
grandchildren
Q What do you miss the least. Is there anything you find you are enjoying more during this time?
A The thing I miss the least right now is having to rush around to meet scheduled events - i.e. the
busyness of life. I am enjoying grocery shopping more at this time as there are fewer people in
the store and I am not keen on crowds
What are the first 3 things you will do when able?
A 1. Hug my grandchildren
2. Socialize again
3. Resume activities like Pickleball, Hiking, keep-fit
Covid-19 survey Gabe & Josh’s responses
1. How are you doing?
Gabe: I’m doing well. I feel bored most of the time
Josh: Good,
2. What are you doing?
Gabe: I am doing school work from home, staying away from my friends, not playing at
the park. Mom says I’m watching too much TV and playing too many video games.

Josh: I’m doing my school work at home. Learning how to prepare dinner and food, and I
have been helping to cook. We have made cinnamon buns and we are activating the
yeast. Kind of like a science project.
3. What do you miss the most?/What do you find the hardest about social distancing?
Gabe: I miss being able to play with my friends at school. The hardest thing about social
distancing is not able to see/play games with my friends.
Josh: I miss playing with my friends the most. I miss my Be Your Best class, I really
liked it. The hardest thing about social distancing is social distancing. It is boring only
seeing people you live with.
4. What do you miss the least?/Is there anything you find you are enjoying more during this
time?
Gabe: I’m enjoying spending more time with Mom and Dad. We have been many different
things. Josh and I helped sand the fence so we can repaint it. We started a vegetable garden in
the house and have just started moving the plants outside. We are helping with more house
work (but that is boring).
Josh: I’m enjoying playing more video games, Mom never let us play them during the school
week, but we get to play when our work is done.
5. What are the first three things you will do when able?
Gabe: Play at the park, play with my friends, go back to school.
Josh: Play at the park, Play with my friends, and go to my favourite restaurant (Kung Fu
Bistro)
6. I barely remember SARS or H1N1 now. I feel that little changed after and life resumed pretty
quickly. How do you think the future will change after this spring. What is your vision of
life after Covid-19?
Gabe: I wasn’t alive for SARS and when H1N1 happened. Mom said that not much
changed. I think that we are going to be a lot less airplane travel, and other travel. I think
that restaurants will not let as many people in at one time. Birthday parties will never
again have candles to blow out.
Josh: I don’t know what SARS or H1N1 is. But I think there won’t be as much air
pollution in the future because we are going to be flying and driving less. I don’t think we
will ever have everyone at my school in the gym at one time for an assembly, we have
them at the start of advent and lent at my school.
Gabe (10) & Josh (8)

How do you think the future will change after this spring?
Now that we know who exactly is an essential worker, I am hoping that the government raises
the minimum wage, strengthens the regulations around retirement residences, ensures that all
workers that want them can have full-time jobs with benefits so that they don't have to survive
through a patchwork of part-time jobs (full disclosure, I have four jobs), and places more
importance on the well-being of citizens instead of big business.
I am also hoping that Canadians will remember how we all pulled together and supported each
other, looking past our differences and valuing each and every person.

From Bonnie McNally
Here is the result of my interviews with Sophia (age 10) and Linden (age 6) ....
1) How are you doing?
S - doing well
L - sad because I miss everybody
2) What are you doing?
S - baking, cooking, music, crafts
L - FaceTime with grandparents
3) What do you miss the most?
S - friends and family
L - family, friends and people at church
4) What do you miss the least, what are you enjoying?
S - enjoy peace and quiet, my ‘alone time’
miss the least - going to the dentist
L - nothing
5) First 3 things when able
S - hang out with friends
hang out with family
go outside and play with people in my neighbourhood
L - see my teachers
play with my friends
talk with people at church
Diane Clement
1. Doing super well. Following the rules of the government/health department
and being healthy and not getting the virus is prime concern.
2. Housework. Grrrrr, 1 walk per day, eat and snack, playing lots of computer

games, on Facebook way too much, outreach phoning to members of the
congregation, baking and then eating it tsk. tsk, reading, grocery shopping once
per week, visiting with friends and family on telephone and computer
3. I miss seeing my children and grandchildren in Toronto area. I haven't seen
them since Christmas and I just want to hug them all. I miss going to church on
Sunday and I am very thankful we have the online services. I miss getting my
hair cut and my pedicure done. I miss meeting friends for pickle ball and miss
meeting friends for tea.
4. There always feels like there is a barrier up when social distancing. I
find I am always conscious that I don't go into other people’s space and them
into mine. When walking, we swing way around each other like we have the plague
or something. Must be done, but feels very weird.
5. I don't miss the crazy traffic and all that hustle and bustle. It feels
peaceful to go for a nice drive and not be battling cars flying here and there.
The peacefulness and calmness around is a good thing.
6. When we are allowed to go out and about again, I want to make a trip to
Toronto to see the kids and grandkids or hopefully they will come here soon. I
want to sit and visit with friends that I haven't been able to spend time with
and just enjoy being able to chat in person. I want to go back to church and
worship together again. I want to go to the movies and out to dinner again,
this is one thing that my husband and I enjoy doing.
7. I think face masks and social distancing will be the new normal. I am
willing to do my part, if we are going to be safe, when doing it. Who would
have thought we would be going through Covid 19, not me for sure. My heart
breaks for all those people that have died from this terrible disease. It just
seems that so many elderly people, who lived a good life and gave so much of
themselves, over their long lives have had their lives taken away during this
pandemic. Sad for them, sad for their families, sad for us their neighbours.
8. Something good must come out of all these deaths, in the senior residences.
Stricter rules and better quality of health have to be in place moving forward.
Our elderly should never have been struck down like they were, the system must
be repaired.
We will survive - God willing

Patricia Brush
It has been interesting times at my house. On
March 11, I was running on the lawn in my
back yard with Siri. I must have hit a tiny bit
of ice in the grass. All of a sudden, I was
slamming into the ground. I tried to get up
but that turned out to be inadvisable. Luckily, I
had my phone in my pocket, so I called my
wife, Bev, and she called 911. I broke both
pelvic rami on the left side.
On March 19, Bev took the apple juice out of
the refrigerator, poured herself a glass and
downed half of it in one gulp. Immediately she
felt like an ice cream headache but in her chest.
It was so painful that she suddenly passed out.
In falling, she sprained her ankle. So 911 was
called again and she has a sprain. The passing
out was caused by vasovagal syncope, nothing
to be worried about.

So, there we were, two people who couldn't walk, living in a high ranch house. That means
stairs to the front door and then stairs to the ground. Neither of us could look after ourselves,
let alone the dog. I put out a call on Facebook and our friend Pamela Cooper came right away.
She had been isolating so she was safe. She stayed with us for almost three weeks, two weeks
beyond needing her for help as we were enjoying each others' company so much.
Bev's sprain wasn't very bad so she was mobile again in a week. My progress has been much
slower and I still need to use a walker. I can walk unaided, but it is still painful and somewhat
unbalanced.
What are you doing?
Mostly knitting hats for the bazaar from the yarn that was donated by St Thomas parishioners.
I've got over 100 made so far. I'll be asking permission if I can spread some of the bounty
around other charities such as Centre 454, Cornerstone, and the Meals on Wheels Christmas
Dinner. If anyone can think of another place they are needed, please let me know.
I have also been working from home for my other job as church administrator/bookkeeper at
St Giles Presbyterian Church.
What do you miss the most?
Clearly, that is singing in the choir at church, Lee's homilies (not quite the same online), and
chatting at coffee hour.
What do you find the hardest about social distancing?

Not being able to visit my Dad at The Ravines or having my daughters come to visit for
Mother's Day and Easter.
What do you miss the least?
All the driving back and forth to Ottawa.

Is there anything you find you are enjoying
more during this time?
I love being at home. We have waterfront
property on the Rideau River so we are
constantly being entertained by birds, critters,
and the ever-changing view from our back
deck.

The Great Sea
A small child once said “God is the Great Sea where we swim and fly.
Which way will you go north, south, east, or west when we die?”
The parent looked thoughtfully and said, “If tonight, then I will go…west.”
“Then I will too!” exclaimed the child, turning, smiling, ready for rest.
“Perhaps I’ll go a different way,” slyly spoke the Dad with twinkle in his eye,
“Ha! Ha! I’ll find you anywhere. In God there is no hiding, low or high!”
Safely, snugly, snoozled in the security of love and the warmth of bed
This young person, of very tender years, on softest pillow laid his head.
This witness to the Truth and Beauty of the nature of Divinity
Is a mystic faultless showing us the Way towards Eternity.
Karen Ann McKinna
January 11, 2018

From Merilee Clarke God’s Garden Church School Co-ordinator.
Hello Everyone! I hope you have all been going onto the St. Thomas website to access the
Sunday activities for the children each week. There is a Children’s Talk that you can read to
them just as if they were gathering together at the front of the church. Then there are some fine
motor and gross motor activities that are tied into the Gospel Reading each week. If you are
running out of ideas for things to do with your children, these activities will add to your bag of
ideas.
It is also important to remember that prayer reinforces faith. Pray with your children at least
once a day to help them grow their faith as well as give them a forum to talk about the things that
are worrying them. Please feel free to call or text me if you have any suggestions to add to these
activites or if you have questions. 613-591-9351

I have also really been enjoying the Rev. Lee’s sermons (also found on the web site).
During this time of isolation, I have been zooming with a small group of friends for an evensong
service three times a week. I really find this a rewarding time to pray and worship together with a
few friends. I am also doing a bible study twice a week with my niece, who lives with me, and

her mom, my sister, who lives in Brampton. We are going through the book of John and learning
new ways to look at the well known stories told there.
Since I love to be creative, I have been painting signs to hang in my front window with
inspirational messages. For instance, this week the sign says “Pray More / Worry Less”. Living
on a semi-main street, many people, families and dog walkers pass in front of my house so, I
hope they are encouraged by these messages.

What else am I doing? Well, many years ago I collected Agatha Christie pocket books. I have a
total of 84 different books. So I am working my way through them all. I am missing only 6 of her
books.
Agatha Christie Books that I am looking for;
The Pale Horse, 1961
Witness for the Prosecution and other stories, 1948
Three Act Tragedy (also known as Murder in Three Acts),1935
Murder in the Mews” (also known as “Dead Man’s Mirror”), 1937
Miss Marple’s Final Cases, “The Labours of Hercules” – 1947
There is a Tide (or Taken at the Flood) 1948
If anyone has any of these books, I have 15 other Agatha Christie books that I have duplicates of,
I would love to swap with you. 
Call or text. 613-591-9351
So, what do I miss the most? Well there are two things that my life is centered around, Church
and my family. I do get lonely at times but I absolutely love the call from the wonderful ladies
and gentlemen from our congregation once a week. It is great to talk to an adult even for 5
minutes. 

What do I not miss? Since I retired just a few months ago, I am still getting used to choosing
what I will do every day. I do not really miss working even though I loved teaching at Kumon
for over 20 years.
I will continue to pray for my St. Thomas Family.
Now…..( as my grandmother used to say after a phone call……Love you and leave you……for
now. 
Merilee

Move Over Easter Bunny … Enter Mrs. Squirrel !
Submitted by Mary Passmore
Whatever you may or may not think of squirrels – and sometimes we may have uncharitable
thoughts – I hope this little story will encourage you to see a different side of these interesting
creatures.
We can learn a lot from nature – God’s wonderful creation – all around us, if we have eyes to see
and ears to hear.

On this Easter Saturday, we were quietly
outside in our backyard raking leaves,
enjoying the sun and the wind in the trees,
and the awakening garden around us.
Suddenly there were loud squeaks from the
top of one of our tall spruce trees, then a
muffled thud …. Then silence.
Next minute an upset black squirrel
scampered over to us, squeaking and
twitching her tail. We carefully checked the
soft leafy area around the tree base – there on
the ground were 2 baby squirrels, one tiny
black and one grey.

Upon further inspection we found another
little grey baby dangling from a branch,
squeaking with eyes tightly closed.
William and I looked at each other …….
Now what ??
Well – as we stood there, mother squirrel
quickly came and picked up “little black” in
her mouth, and ran in a different direction &
we watched her climb up the old willow tree
– we presumed to a temporary safe place.
Five minutes later, back she came for “little
grey” – and did the same thing.

William carefully picked the third one off
the branch, and placed it on the ground so
she could find it.
Just as we did that, there was another
squeak and a small thud – and a 4th little
baby came falling down – almost at our
feet. This one was the biggest of all.
We made sure they were close together and
went back to our raking … keeping a look
out.
About half an hour later, who should appear but mother Squirrel, who seemed excited to see her
babies and one by one, in turn, carried each one safely to her nest in the old willow tree. We
were thankful not to have to babysit anymore!
But not quite the end of the story.
About 10 days later, we happened to glance out of our kitchen window, and there she was again,
moving her little family one by one, across the lawn and up to the top of a big spruce tree by the
driveway. One baby was so big she put it down twice! We could see the new nest she had
made, and as we watched she came back again for a mouthful of leaves – obviously not satisfied
her new nest was cosy enough. We were having strong cold winds at the time.
I am full of admiration for this squirrel mother – showing such love and devotion to her little
ones, and working so hard for their protection and ultimate survival.
This nature drama – happening as it did in our own back yard – got me thinking about how God
is so devoted to us, his precious children, and like mother squirrel, will never give up on us, even
when we fall from a great height.
We may feel small and unimportant – even unlovable. Or we may be dealing with large and
weighty issues in our lives, all of which can seem insurmountable.

Remember mother squirrel! Without her love, tenacity and perseverance her babies would have
died. How much more so is God’s love, tenacity and perseverance towards us.
We just have to say “thank you God – I love you too.”
‘How great is the love the Father has lavished on us, that we should be called children of God;
and that is what we are ..” 1 John 3v1.
From: Mary Passmore.

A POEM FOR YOU
THE COVID IS RAGING, MY LIFE IS A MESS
I LIVE IN PAJAMAS, AND DON’T HAVE TO DRESS
I’M IN ISOLATION, JUST STAYING AT HOME
AND WOULD GIVE MY LAST DOLLAR, TO BE FREE TO ROAM
I’M SERIOUSLY AT RISK, (OR THAT’S WHAT THEY SAY)
TELLING ME TO STAY IN, AND NOT GO OUT EACH DAY
IN MY HEAD I’M SO YOUNG, THOUGH MY LICENCE REVEALS
I’M A 70-PLUS SENIOR, (BUT THAT’S NOT HOW IT FEELS!)
WHEN I RUN OUT OF FOOD, AND DELIVERIES ARE LATE
I HAVE TO BUY GROCERIES, BETWEEN 7 AND 8
SO EARLY IN THE MORNING, I HEAD OUT TO RESTOCK
AND DISCOVER A LINE UP, THAT WINDS ‘ROUND THE BLOCK
SOCIAL DISTANCING SENIORS, ALL 6 FEET APART
MAKE ME WONDER JUST WHEN, I BECAME AN OLD FART
MY MEALS ARE REPETITIVE, (A LOT LIKE MY GAS!)
AND I’M TIRED OF DISCUSSING, WHY TRUMP IS AN ASS
MY LATEST NEW OUTFIT, IS GLOVES AND A MASK
AND I’M STARTING TO WONDER, IF I’M UP TO THIS TASK
I WASH ALL MY GROCERIES, ALL FRUIT, MEAT AND VEG.......
WILL THIS ADDITIONAL PRECAUTION, TIP ME OVER THE EDGE?
MY BEAUTIFUL BLONDE HAIR, HAS WIDE ROOTS OF GREY
NO HAIRDRESSERS AROUND, TO HELP WASH THEM AWAY
I’VE BEEN TALKING TO MYSELF, NOW I’M ANSWERING BACK
IS IT MONDAY OR FRIDAY, I’VE REALLY LOST TRACK
I’VE STOPPED DOING HOUSEWORK, IT’S WEEKS SINCE I’VE DUSTED

AND I KNOW WITHOUT VISITORS, I’LL NEVER GET BUSTED
I FACETIME MY FRIENDS, OR WE GROUP CHAT ON ZOOM
AND TRY TO PRETEND, WE’RE ALL IN THE SAME ROOM
THANK GOD LIQUOR STORES, ARE CONSIDERED ‘ESSENTIAL’
WITHOUT DAILY DRINKS, THIS WOULD DRIVE US ALL MENTAL
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, IT IS GOOD TO REFLECT
ON WHAT THIS ALL MEANS, AND WHAT WE CAN EXPECT
IT’S A TIME TO BE GRATEFUL, FOR ALL THAT WE’VE GOT
LIKE A WARM HOUSE AND FOOD, THAT OTHERS HAVE NOT
THE BOTTOM LINE HERE, BY THE TIME THIS ALL ENDS
IS THAT WE’LL GET THROUGH IT, WITH OUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
SO EVEN IF YOUR PARTNER, IS A BIT OF A GRUMP
YOU CAN REALLY BE GRATEFUL; YOU’RE NOT MARRIED TO TRUMP!
Author unknown. Taken from a circulating email.

Day By Day’ and ‘Daily Bread’ publications are available in the office. Please contact Pat
or Bonnie McNally at 613-831-0968 or pbmcnally@bell.net if you would like one delivered
to your door.

Pentecost by Juan Batista Maino,
1620-1625
(Adapted from the prayer of Sister Betsy Goodwin, OSF)
Loving God, in this time of uncertainty, wake us to the reminder that we are not alone.
Even as we are asked to keep our distance from others, help us to find ways to reach out to those
who need our support and to those whose support we need. We are grateful for the gift of
technology that keeps us emotionally connected even as we remain physically separated.
We thank you and ask your blessing especially on our front-line caregivers. Sustain, strengthen
and protect our nurses, doctors, and support staff. Bless them as they offer compassionate care
and show selfless courage in the face of great risk to themselves and to their families.
Bless all who provide essential services in our communities. We pray for our grocery store
clerks; for those who care for our children, our elderly and our homeless; for all our first
responders; for all who keep our communal infrastructure going. We are grateful for their
vocation to serve the common good, and we give you thanks.

Bless all whose incomes, livelihood and health are threatened and disrupted. Through the
goodness of our hands, help us to share with one another what is needed by all. Grant us
creativity of mind and generosity of heart to respond to the needs in front of us.
Bless all who are decision makers in business and government, in our cities and in our world.
Grant them wisdom, skill and courage to prioritize people grace as they carry the heavy burden
of the health and well-being of us all.
Each time we wash our hands and encounter one another, remind us that we are not in this alone;
we are all in this together. And when we are tempted to ask, “God, where are YOU in this
crisis?” remind us once again that you are right here with us, in the midst of it, that you have
promised, “I am with you always.” Amen.
This prayer had been published in the weekly email early in April, but we decided it would be good to read it again.
Submitted by Bonnie McNally

Rhubarb Crisp
Submitted by Diane Clement
Makes 6 servings
Preparation Time: 10
Cooking Time: 45 minutes
Old-time fruit cobblers are back in fashion, and Rhubarb is especially appealing this time of
year. The bright, rosy colour and tart flavour bring a fresh touch of spring, and the weather is
still cool enough for a homey baked dessert. A hint of ginger and cardamom enhance the flavour
of rhubarb.
6 cups fresh or frozen rhubarb (cut into ¾ inch pieces)
1 cup granulated sugar
1 tablespoon all purpose flour
2 teaspoons fresh minced ginger (optional)
Pinch of ground cardamom (optional)
Topping:
1-1 1/2 cups all purpose flour
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
1 tablespoon baking powder
Pinch of salt
1/3 cup butter
¾ cup milk
1 tsp vanilla extract
Granulated sugar for sprinkling on top
In a 10-cup baking dish (about 2” deep), combing rhubarb, sugar, flour, ginger and cardamom
Bake uncovered in 400-degree oven for 15 minutes for fresh rhubarb, 25 for frozen. Stir well.

Topping: Mix in a bowl flour, sugar, baking powder and salt. Cut in butter finely. Add milk
stirring until a soft sticky dough is formed. Drop dough by heaping spoonfuls into 6 rough
rounds on top of rhubarb. Sprinkle lightly with granulated sugar.
Bake in 400-degree oven for 20 to 25 minutes until golden brown.
Serve warm, with vanilla ice cream if desired.
Per serving: 405 calories, 11 grams of fat.

A Golf Story
The Pope met with his Cardinals to discuss a proposal from Benjamin Netanyahu, the leader of
Israel. Your Holiness", said one of his Cardinals, “Mr. Netanyahu wants to challenge you to a
game of golf to show the friendship and ecumenical spirit shared by the Jewish and Catholic
faiths.”
The Pope thought this was a good idea, but he had never held a golf club in his hand. “Don’t we
have a Cardinal to represent me?" he asked. "None that plays very well," a Cardinal replied.
"But there’s a man named Jack Nicklaus, an American golfer who is a devout Catholic. We can
offer to make him a Cardinal then ask him to play Mr. Netanyahu as your
personal representative. In addition, to showing our spirit of co-operation, we’ll also win the
match.”
Everyone agreed it was a good idea. The call was made. Of course, Nicklaus was honoured and
agreed to play.
The day after the match, Nicklaus reported to the Vatican to inform the Pope of the result. “I
have some good news and some bad news, your Holiness, “said Nicklaus.
“Tell me the good news first, Cardinal Nicklaus,” said the Pope.
“Well, your Holiness, I don’t like to brag, but even though I’ve played some pretty terrific
rounds of golf in my life, this was the best I have ever played, by far. I must have been inspired
from above. My drives were long and true, my irons were accurate and purposeful, and my short
game and putting were perfect. With all due respect, my play was truly miraculous.”
“There’s bad news?" asked the Pope.
“Yes, I lost by three strokes to Rabbi Tiger Woods.

LIVING A VIRTUAL CHURCH AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Submitted by William Passmore
During this time of physical distancing, I like many of you have been appreciating the on line
Morning Prayer services that Rev Lee has produced with the participation of Cornerstone and
other parishioners who have done the readings and prayers of the people.
Before our own services started, I virtually visited St Paul’s Kanata and St James, Carleton
Place. In recent weeks after enjoying our service, I have visited 3 of our local churches.
Last Sunday (Mother’s Day) I visited the church where I worshipped as a teenager in a village on
the Devon/Dorset border in England. It was a beautiful service with an inspiring homily with
parts of the service being led by younger parishioners. I wrote about it in my 2017 article “An
Unintended Pilgrimage” and rejoice that it is continuing to flourish.
Reflecting on this “virtual” visit, I thought that it would be interesting to “visit” churches in other
places where I have lived and worshipped. So I plan to visit Bristol, Cheltenham, London, and
Birmingham in the UK. In Canada we worshipped for a short time at St Peter’s Merivale Road in
Ottawa. This church was closed in the 1980s and is now an Ethiopian Orthodox church! The
Anglican congregation migrated to St John the Divine and that church closed and migrated to St
Richard’s Nepean which recently amalgamated to become Julian of Norwich. So I will have 2
more local places to visit on my virtual journey. I hope to share the highlights of my journey in
the next issue.

Looking for recipes
Our St Thomas fundraising committee is starting to
work collecting recipes for a St Thomas cookbook.
If you have a wonderful recipe that you would love to
share please do so. We would also like it if you would
tell us why you like this recipe so much. Cute little
antidotes always make trying something new a little
more fun. We hope to have a section on Open Table
meals as well and the conversions for smaller family
gatherings.
Please submit recipes by email it to
StThomasStittsville@gmail.com or drop it off at the
church.

The Three ‘Masketeers’ Have You Covered!!!
Sewing machines have been whirring over the past
month in the homes of Leslie Morin, Joyce Pedley
and Bonnie McNally. Wanting to do something to
help people weather the current pandemic, these
three ladies decided they would make a few
facemasks in case there were folk who would like
one. As a result, to date they have provided almost
150 facemasks, free of charge, to members of our
St Thomas family.
Several times they expected they would have to put
away their sewing machines as elastic became
scarce and scarcer. But their experience was like
the widow with the small jar of olive oil in 2 Kings
4 who was able to fill large jar after large jar with
her seemingly unending supply of oil. Every time
the supply of elastic was almost depleted, someone
else managed to donate a bit more.

And so free cloth facemasks continue to be available to anyone who like one. Contact Nicole in
the church office or call Bonnie McNally at 613-831-0968 or email pbmcnally@bell.net
Submitted by Bonnie McNally

From the Gardening Committee
Submitted by Pam Hazen

A huge thank you to Bob Lomas and his
grandson, Jacen Clark, for all the work on the
grounds. Not only did they spend hours
raking the lawns and cleaning up the flower
beds, but they also spread a load of topsoil,
reseeded some of the lawns and top-dressed
the flower beds.
Also, thanks go to Dave Hazen for trimming
up the trees and servicing the three mowers.
They are ready to go for the season.

We also need to thank Pete Torunski for
helping to clean up what was formerly the
children’s garden at the back of the parking
lot. It is a work in progress.
The gardens are looking great. It is a peaceful
place to sit and look at all the spring has to
offer.

My Favourite Psalms- Reflection on Psalm 91
Submitted by William Passmore
During my life different verses or passages from the psalms have inspired me and resonated with
me at different stages of my life. I plan to share some of these during this and possibly other
future editions of the People’s Pulpit.
My selection for today is a new favourite and special psalm, Psalm 91. We read it during our first
on line Evening Prayer Service on Zoom. (Zoom is a new computer conferencing program that
has been such a blessing for virtual family gatherings, church worship and meetings and meeting
with friends.) The verses leapt out of the pages as it appeared that they had been written specially
for the times that we are in with the Covid 19 pandemic and the challenges that we are all facing.
In verse 1, the writer David, says: Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the
shadow of the Almighty. This is a very comforting and reassuring opening statement and in
verses 3 and 5 its relevance explodes into the specifics of today’s situation. However, the extent
of the horror of the Covid 19 is expressed in verse 7: A thousand may fall at your side, ten
thousand at your right hand, but it will not come near you. We have seen the devastating
numbers on the news here in Canada and in many other parts of the world. There is the promise
that it will not come near you but how close is near? I am sure most of us know people who have
been stricken with Covid 19. Thankfully the people that I know are in recovery mode. I think
that “near” may mean 6 feet or 2 metres away.
In the previous verses (v3 to 6) we are given a promise of safety: Surely, he will save you from
the fowler’s snare and from the deadly pestilence. 4 He will cover you with his feathers, and
under his wings you will find refuge; his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart. 5 You will
not fear the terror of night, nor the arrow that flies by day, 6 nor the pestilence that stalks in the
darkness, nor the plague that destroys at midday. However, it is difficult not to fear. How are we
to react when we feel fearful and concerned for ourselves and others?
Verses 9 and 10 tell us: If you say, “The LORD is my refuge,” and you make the Most High your
dwelling, no harm will overtake you, no disaster will come near your tent. We are encouraged to
declare our faith and intentionally say to ourselves and to others when the opportunity arises that
we are trusting in God and his promises. Verses 12 and 13 describe Covid 19 as a great lion, a
snake, a serpent or a nasty rock to trip and fall on. Vicious terms are used. The good news is that
we can claim God’s promises for ourselves and those who we love and are concerned about.
I have been particularly impressed by the number of members at St Thomas who are in the health
care profession or who are volunteering to shop and deliver groceries and prescriptions to others.
This psalm is a wonderful vehicle to pray for others as well as ourselves and to claim God’s
promises.
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